
Seventh Grade Checklist 

Not sure you got everything? Why not print out this checklist to make sure you have 

all the books you need? 

General 

• Waldorf Curriculum Overview for Homeschoolers

Science 

• From Nature Stories to Natural Science

• A Year of Astronomy (available Fall2017)
Seventh Grade Chemistry: The Four Elements (available late Fall 2017)
Human Physiology (late Fall 2017/winter 2018)
Astronomy for Young and Old: A Beginner's Guide to the Visible Sky byWalter Kraul

Art 
• Learning About the World Through Modeling by Arthur Auer

• Painting in Waldorf Education by Dick Bruin and Attie Lichthart

History 

• Medieval History

• Geometric Patterns from Churches and Cathedrals by Robert Field

• Geometric Patterns from Islamic Art & Architecture by Robert Field

Language Arts 

• The Art and Science of Teaching Composition by Dorit Winter

• Writing for 100 Days by Gabriel Arquilevich

Math 

• Mathematics in Nature, Space and Time by John Blackwood
• Key To Geometry Book 3 (constructions)

• Key To Geometry Book 4 (perpendiculars)

• Key To Geometry Book 5 (squares and rectangles)

• Key To Geometry Book 6 (angles)

• Key To Geometry Book 7 (perpendiculars and parallels, chords and tangents,

circles)

• Key To Geometry Book 8 (triangles, parallel lines, similar polygons)

• Key To Algebra Book 1 (operations on integers)

• Key To Algebra Book 2 (variables, terms and expressions)

• Key To Algebra Book 3 (equations)

• Key To Algebra Book 4 (polynomials)

• Key To Algebra Book 5 (rational numbers)

• Key To Algebra Book 6 (multiplying and dividing rational expressions)

•

•

•



• Key To Algebra Book 7 (adding and subtracting rational expressions)

• Key To Algebra Book 8 (graphs)

• Key To Algebra Book 9 (systems of equations)

• Key To Algebra Book 10 (square roots and quadratic equations)

We do not stock the full selection of Key To Workbooks. They are readily available 

through McGraw Hill Education: https://www.mheonline.com/ 

Additional Notes Regarding Key to Math and Geometry for 7
th

 and 8
th

 Grade

Please check the list of Key To workbooks for 6
th

 grade to ensure nothing has been

missed.  

We have combined the titles for both 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade because of the enormous

differences in the abilities of children and to allow for quite different approaches to 

the material. Hopefully this won’t cause (too much!) confusion as we feel that the 

extra effort to accommodate widely different homeschooling situations makes it 

worthwhile.  

The text and guide for 7
th

 grade math and geometry is Mathematics Around Us. The

basic text and guide for 8
th

 grade math is Mathematics in Space and Time (available

late 2010).  

Unless you want to create your own sheets of problems for your child to work on, 

you’ll need a selection of the following titles.  

Key to Algebra, Books 1-4 are restricted to operations on integers so that students 

who have not yet mastered fractions can begin their study of algebra. In Books 5-7 

operations on fractions are taught as students study rational algebraic expressions. 

Books 8-10 cover real numbers, graphs, systems of equations, square roots and 

quadratic equations. Together these books comprise a complete introductory 

algebra course.  

Unfortunately, Key To was not designed with the Waldorf curriculum in mind! Thus 

there is some jumping around to contend with during 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade as one

attempts to match the Key To workbooks to the course of study outlined in the two 

textbooks. Our suggestions is to consider biting the bullet and ordering the entire set 

of Key To workbooks in 7
th

 grade and just seeing what works for 7
th

 grade and what

is held back until 8
th

 grade.

We strongly suggest that you purchase the associated answer keys as well as they 

provide not only answers but helpful teaching advice too.  

Key To Geometry is similar. Again, we suggest you purchase all eight workbooks and 

the answer keys in 7
th

 grade and dip in and out of the workbooks during these two

years as you work on geometry with your child.  



Key to Measurement – phewf! A bit easier now! Those of you in the metric world 

need only purchase Key To Book 3 to address area and volume. Those of you here in 

the US should get both metric and non-metric.  




